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ABSTRACT

We have devized a methodology that mines sequential
navigation patterns from a website's logs to enable us
to identify the most signi cant associative links in the
networks. Spreading activation can then be applied to
the generated network of weighted hyperlinks enabling
the content-dependent, semantic retrieval of nodes in
the network. This approach to information retrieval
avoids many of the existing problems in IR associated
to synonymy and polysemy in lexically matching query
approaches.
Adaptive hypertext, associative networks,
spreading activation, information retrieval.
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1 Introduction.
1.1 Lost in Hyperspace, again.

The problems users of hypertext networks experience
in browsing the networks' hyperlink structure for the
retrieval of information are well-documented. Users report diÆculties in nding the information they need,
assessing the general structure of the network they are
browsing, the feeling of getting lost and not knowing
where to go [10]. Several authors have identi ed hyperlink structure as one of the important factors in determining the eÆciency of retrieval and identi cation of information from hypertext systems since the early stages
of their growing popularity [22] [23] [28]. For the most
part, the work concerned with improving human information retrieval from hypertext systems, however, has
since then mainly been involved with other issues such
as search engines using lexical matching (node-keyword
matching), user modeling for adaptive information access and presentation [6][3], visualization techniques, automated browsing agents, browsing assistance [18], etc...

Although certain attempts have been made to measure
degrees of user link satisfaction and apply this data to a
hypertext's network structure improvements[15][20], hyperlink structure has mostly been taken as a given. Hypertext network structure has been considered a factor
that eluded quantitative analysis due to its subjective
nature.
1.2 IR and hypertext.

Research on automated retrieval, for the same reason,
has also avoided dealing with hypertext hyperlink structure and has focussed on applying traditional IR methods. Use of the semantics expressed in hypertext network structure has mainly been left to human navigators and designers. Automated information retrieval research in some respect disregarded hypertext network
structure and tried to operate on the more tangible
aspects of hypertext content like e.g. text, keywords,
etc... The IR approach to retrieval from hypertext networks and the WWW has led to the implementation of
keyword-based search engines for automated retrieval.
Most search engines for the WWW today are based on
the lexical match principle in which documents are retrieved by lexically matching a set of provided keywords.
This approach has a number of fundamental problems
with polysemy and synonemy in which a same word
can have di erent meanings and the same meaning can
be expressed by di erent keywords. An interesting approach to this problem is the use of Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) which resolves many of the problems associated with keyword-based IR, but it does not address
better or more eÆcient use of the information stored in
the hypertext network's structure [2][12].
1.3 Hyperlink structure as a resource for IR and human
retrieval.

Due to the problems inherent in applying traditional IR
retrieval methods to a corpus the size and variety of
the WWW, the recent years have seen a shift towards
methods of analyzing, improving and using hyperlink
structure for human as well as automated retrieval. The
study of human factors in hypertext browsing[19][27][7],
ways to adaptively improve hypertext network structure

[6][11] and automated methods of retrieval that rely on
hyperlink structure [16] are all examples of this trend.
The view that hyperlink structure is an important resource, not only to improve human navigation but also
for the automated retrieval of information, has gained
ground and has led to interesting applications like e.g.
Chakrabarti and Kleinberg's system[8] to uncover authorative pages by iteratively analyzing hubs and authorities in the web's hyperlink structure.

used as a measure of the "goodness" or "relevancy" of
hyperlinks. The amount of use for a given hyperlink
can be said to be an expression of the strength of the
associative relation among the webpages in the users'
mind. Measuring traversal frequencies for hyperlinks
[25] in a hypertext network has been proven to be a
quite succesful technique to not only predict future user
link preferences [14] but also to interactively shape the
structure of existing hypertext networks [5].

We believe an integration of the methods put forward
in the domain of data mining web user data [25][29],
the eld of adaptive hypertext and the use of hyperlink structure for automated retrieval is most promising. First, the analysis of human navigation can aid
strongly in uncovering relations among hypertext pages
not expressed in the pre-designed pattern of linkage.
Second, hypertext network structure can be adapted to
these ndings to improve hyperlink structure and consequently enable more eÆcient human and automated retrieval. Third, these measurements will aid automated
retrieval methods in that they provide additional information on the nature and weight of the existing links
and pages in the network. In this paper we therefor
propose a methodology that uses an adaptive hypertext
system to derive associative relations between the pages
in a hypertext network and then applies spreading activation retrieval to the generated associative networks.
We present some promising prelimenary results with a
prototype of this system that will eventually lead to the
implementation of a service that combines automated
reshaping of a hypertext network's linkage patterns according to user preferences with a highly eÆcient recommendation system.

The information required to measure user link traversals
can be derived from on-line user activity measurements
as well as a web site's logs. A suÆcient number of link
usage measurements will express the linkage structure
for a hypertext network as it is desired by its users and
will allow us to empirically inform and even automate
the design and improvement of hypertext networks.

2 Methodology.
2.1 Design structure vs Use structure.

2.3 Adaptive hypertext: user preferences as a design
principle.

How measurements of user link preferences can be used
as a design principle for hypertext networks is illustrated
by the Adaptive Hypertext experiments we conducted
late 1995 and 1998[4]. The experiments showed how
a randomly structured network of 150 hypertext pages
(representing the 150 most frequent words in the English) can evolve to a well structured hypertext network
by adapting link weights in the network to user traversal
frequencies. The networks consisted of a set of randomly
connected hypertext pages. A set of three learning rules
continuously adjusted hyperlink weights according to
certain patterns and frequency of link traversal thereby
reshaping the network's structure according to user navigation patterns:
1. frequency: reinforced the hyperlink between nodes a and
b with a certain amount anytime it has been traversed

As mentioned in the introduction, hypertext network 2. transitivity: reinforced the connection between nodes a
structure has generally been treated as a diÆcult to
and c with a certain amount when the connection a
handle resource due to the subjective nature of both
b
c has been traversed
its design and use. An assessment of any hypertext network's link structure would involve the analysis of the 3. symmetry: reinforced the hyperlink between a node a
designer's semantic motivations and intentions, which
and a node c with a certain amount when the hyperlink
would prove be a practical and quantitative impossibilc
a has been traversed
ity. From the viewpoint of optimal web or hypertext
esign, however, the author's intentions and motivations
Changes in link weight were fed back to the users of the
are not necessarily the most relevant factors. Rather
system by a rank ordering of the hyperlinks from a given
than relying on measurements of the designers preferred
hypertext page.
structure, an analysis directed towards optimal hyperThe experimental networks of 150 nodes (1502 possitext design would have to focus on user preferences and
ble connections) were shown to be able to, only after a
these can more easily be subjected to quantitative analysis.
relatively small number of visits (4000 selections), converge to a stable and well-structured state representing
2.2 Navigation patterns and associative relations.
the users preferred pattern of linkage [4]. The associative data of this weighted hyperlinks network could then
The basic assumption of our research is that the usage
in its turn be used to analyse hyperlink structure by
of connections in a hypertext network or web can be
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spreading activation. A rst experiment with spreading
activation on the structure of a trained adaptive hypertext network was carried out in 1995 and is still available
online (http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/spreadact.html).
2.4 Spreading Activation as retrieval and analysis mechanism.

The technique of spreading activation is based on a
model of facilitated retrieval [21] from human memory
[1][9] and has at least once been implemented for the
analysis of hypertext networks structure by [24]. The
model assumes that the coding format of human memory is an associative network in which the most similar
memory items have strongest connections[13][17]. Retrieval by spreading activation is initiated by activating a set of cue nodes which associatively express the
meaning of the to be retrieved nodes. Activation energy
spreads out from the cue nodes to all other related nodes
modulated by the network connection weights as shown
in g. 1.

The spreading of activation in the network can then be
iteratively modelled over discrete time steps
t = 1; 2; : : : ; n
as:
A(t+1) = A0 + M:A(t) or
for a give number k iterations:
k
At = A0 +
(A0 :M t )
t=1
Applications such as those of [24] implement speci c relaxation and decay functions for the activation of nodes
in the network using a modi ed matrix M. We have chosen for an implementation in which the activation value
of any node in the network decays with a factor 0.2 for
every iteration.

P

3 A case-study: the Principia Cybernetica Project.
3.1 A systems science hypertext encyclopedia.

In this paper we will present a case-study in which the
web logs for the Principia Cybernetica Project's (PCP)
website (see g. 2) (http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/)
have been analyzed and mined for association strengths
according to the Adaptive Hypertext method. The gathered data has then been used for a spreading activation
application.

Figure 1: Activity spreads from activated nodes A and
B and accumulates in retrieval result C.

The retrieved nodes are the ones that directly or indirectly accumulate most (or above a certain threshold)
activation energy. The retrieval results can be used to
predict how starting from a certain set of nodes of interests, users will hone in on certain parts of the network. Due to this property, spreading activation can
aid designers in the improvement of hyperlink structure
to better t the users associative preferences. For the
same reason spreading activation also has interesting applications in the implementation of search engines that
are not dependent on explicit word matches, but rather
use associative descriptions, i.e. they enable contentdependent retrieval.
Spreading activation for hypertext networks can be implemented by the following iterative algorithm.
Let V be the set of all ni hypertext nodes,
and M be a matrix whose elements wij are the normalized strength of association between two nodes ni and
n
nj so that for every ni ;
= 1.
j =1
A vector A0 represents the set of initially activated cue
nodes in the network; its values ai indicate the level of
activation for the nodes ni
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Figure 2: The Principia Cybernetica Website

The Principia Cybernetica website is devoted to the
foundational principles of cybernetics and systems science. Established in 1993 as one of the very rst web
sites in the world, it has since then been the largest
and most complete on-line hypertext encyclopedia on
the philosophical principles underlying systems science.
It also hosts a range of organizations, mailing-lists and
other information sources for the scienti c community.
The website was a prime subject for the application of
our methodology. Its structure and content have been
the work of a small design team who were all strongly
committed to an on-going and conscious e ort to design the network in the most logical and well-structured

way. Its content is furthermore a heterogeneous mixture of highly abstract concepts (e.g. life, space, time,
etc...) and less abstract and more general pages such as
an introduction to the project, its participant, a mailing
list and general scienti c concepts and principles. PCP
web contains about 900 general webpages including a
linked dictionary of cybernetics and a library of digitalized books. The website attracts a wide audience of
scientists and laypersons. It receives up to 5000 requests
daily and keeps extensive logs of its usage.
3.2 Web site’s existing structure.

The website designers team issued a list of the 423 most
relevant web pages on the site. An agent scanned the
website for these pages and identi ed the embedded hyperlinks. Based on this data, the agent generated an adjacency matrix representing the network's actual, hardwired structure that will later be compared to the structure of users' associations.
3.3 Web Logs.

The PCP website's server records one log entry per
HTTP request. Each of these records contains a request IP (originator of the request), request URL (page
requested), number of bytes transferred, status of the request (whether the request was successfully completed
or not) and the time and date of the request. Extensive
logs have been kept for all years since the creation of the
website and have been preserved for later analysis.

4.2 Implementation.

The implemented spreading activation algorithm consisted of three java packages that will shortly be combined to a public internet service (see g. 5) but is now
available as an o -line package for experimental purposes (see g. 4)
First, a keyword matching module receives a set of keywords and consequently generates an activation vector
representing the initial activation state of the nodes in
the hypertext network (cue node activation). This module links keywords to webpages by matching the provided keywords to a stored list of webpage titles and
URLs. The number of matches for a speci c webpage
title indicates that page's activation strength. Second,
a spreading activation module implements the actual
spreading activation algorithm that is highly similar to
the one implemented and proposed by Pirolli et al (1996).
The algorithm carries out an iterative multiplication of
the (initial or resulting) activation vector and the normalized association matrix. For each webpage a maximum activation value over all iterations is calculated.
The 15 top ranking pages are selected as the retrieval
results. Third, an interface module was implemented
that received user requests and generates the result presentation format. This interface module will shortly be
converted to a servlet interface, so that the retrieval algorithm can be made available to all web site's users.

4 A spreading activation retrieval engine.
4.1 Adaptive hypertext using Log analysis.

We used the PCP web logs that were kept for June 98
for a rst analysis. This log contained 98654 requests. A
lter removed all HTTP requests that had either failed,
had exactly the same timestamp (robots) or had not
been refered by the PCP website. Using the IP and time
stamp on each request, a navigation pattern for each request originator (denoted by IP number) was composed
according to the adaptive hypertext learning rules.
A linear series of minimal 3 HTTP requests was derived for each same IP number and taken to denote an
individual navigation path. Using this path an adaptive hypertext network of the 423 chosen web pages was
trained according to the methodology discussed in 2.3,
with the only di erence that web restructuring wasn't
taking place on-line by the users' navigation patterns
but rather as an after the fact reconstruction of user activity. All log lines were read, ltered and used to train
the adaptive hypertext network (see g. 3).
A 423 x 423 matrix representing the associative structure of the website's hyperlink structure was generated
from the nal network's structure. The resulting associative matrix's values were normalized and transformed
into association strengths.

Figure 3: Analysing logs by adaptive hypertext training.

Figure 4: Off-line spreading activation package

4.3 Preliminary results.

Table 1 provides a number of retrieval examples using
the spreading activation system. Activation keywords
were chosen speci cally to investigate how well the algorithm could approximate the meaning represented by
the activation keywords. The search engine did indeed
repeatedly seem to catch the central meaning of what
the activation keywords were trying to express. For instance, when cued with the activation keywords "web
link semant", the system generated a list of retrieval results containing: "Adaptive hypertext networks", "Consensus Building", "Hypertext web as a semantic network" and "Links on Cognitive Science and AI". Even
more remarkable is that when the system was cued with
the keywords "begin life" it generated a list of retrieval
results containing among other things a page on "Arguments for and against the Existence of God", indicating that the system instead of focussing on the individual keywords alone in some way grasped the combined
meaning expressed by the cued nodes.
Another example of how the spreading activation managed to query the hypertext network based on the meaning expressed in the set of activated keywords can be
found in table 2. This table shows the retrieval results
for both "people syntax" and "people PCP". For the
rst combination the retrieval engine found words such
as "semantics", "message and "meaning", indicating the
combined meaning of both "people" and "syntax" refered to language and semantics. For the second combination however the results contained nodes that refered to the social aspects of the Principia Cybernetica
project, like e.g. mailing lists, symposia, etc...
These spreading activation results can be said to re ect
the relations and structure the users had expressed in

their use of the hypertext network and as such are an
indication of whether the network has been organized
adequately or not. The results were convincing enough
to start using the spreading activation system as a full
blown retrieval engine for the network in the very near
future. Users will however have to get used to a di erent
query format: rather than expressing word matches and
logical queries, the spreading activation queries should
express the meaning and associations of the sought after
information.
5 Conclusion.

The spreading activation technique combined with the
Adaptive Hypertext methodology applied to the associative analysis of web logs has shown to be a promising
method for improving the structure of hypertext networks, informing web designers on the underlying structure of user preferences and as an powerful retrieval
application. Our past experiments with adaptive hypertext networks [5] had already provided some insight
into how spreading activation and association data
(http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/spreadact.html) could improve
the link structure of entire hypertext networks and even
automate their design. Unfortunately, the earlier results
had limited face value due to the experimental reduction of hypertext networks to word networks. We see
these results as a natural extension and a prime application of that work. Further experiments with the system
will concentrate on the further analysis of the gathered
data, ne-tuning of the spreading activation parameters
and better visualization techniques for its results. Recent research in the more controlled setting of citation
databases has also shown considerable promise for this
technique in terms of automated resource linking and
user recommendations [30]. Finally, we are also pursuing a structural analysis and user adaptation of the same
data within the Adaptive Recommendation Project [26]
(http://www.c3.lanl.gov/ rocha/lww).
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"people syntax"

"people PCP"

Semantics
Message
Meaning
Syntax
Command
Johan Bollen
Historic record
Symbol
Semiotic Terms
Abstraction
Intuition
Sentence
Language
Doubt
Truth

Reactions, discussions, comments
The Global Brain Group
Symposium on Memetics
Subscription to the Global Brain mailing list
Symposium: Theories and Metaphors of Cyberspace
Criticisms of Principia Cybernetica
Subscription to PRNCYB-L
Management of Principia Cybernetica
About Jean-Marc Dewaele
Subscription to PCP-news
Sample Issue of 2-monthly PCP-news
Problem-solving
Gathering a variety of contributions
Principia Cybernetica Web and the "Best of the Web" awards
Submitting Nodes for Inclusion in Principia Cybernetica Web

Table 1: Ordered results for spreading activation retrieval for "people syntax" and "people PCP" keywords.

"web link semant"

"begin life"

Adaptive hypertext networks
Consensus Building
Semantic Analysis
Links on Cognitive Science and AI
Fuzzy logic and sets [empty]
Principia Cybernetica in "Wired" magazine
Semiotic Terms
Links on Computer Interfaces and the Web
Direct Interfaces into the Global Brain
Principia Cybernetica Copyright Statement
collaborative granularity [empty]
Hypertext web as a semantic network
Structure of Principia Cybernetica Web
Links on Future Development
The Social Superorganism and its Global Br

Semantic Analysis
Links on Cognitive Science and AI
Multiple axiomatization sets, a metaphor for
Arguments for and against the Existence of God
Methodology for the Development of MSTT
Links on Future Development
Meaning Goes First [empty]
Multicellular organisms
MST as the quantum of evolution [empty]
Consensus Building
The Origins of Life
Sexuality as a Metasystem Transition
Biological Evolution
History of the Principia Cybernetica Project
Foundational Concep

Table 2: Ordered results for spreading activation retrieval for "web link semant" and "begin life" keywords.

